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Apr 25, 2005 One of our clients has a printer that is not responding to AutoCAD Map 3D. He has tried the basic
troubleshooting, but it hasn't worked. Is there anything else we can do? Apr 17, 2006 Welcome to Autodesk's AutoCAD Map

3D Forums. Share your knowledge, ask questions, and explore popular AutoCAD Map 3D topics. Jan 08, 2007 I finally figured
out why map 2006 could not open my.mcd files, when it could in the past. It turned out that there was an incompatibility

between Map 3D 2006 and the Add-in, TeamLink. I was able to get it working. Nov 05, 2005 CUI files replace MNS, MNC,
and MNU files in the same way that Map 3D 2006 replaces Map3D. Nov 22, 2005 We have been working with a company that

has a MNC file that is not opening in Map 3D 2006. We are not sure whether it is a MNC problem, or if a Map 3D 2006
specific problem. If someone has an update or information about this issue, we would appreciate it. Oct 25, 2006 We recently

discovered a problem that Map 3D 2006 may have with a document that is not a text file. When that document is opened in Map
3D 2006, Map 3D cannot open the document at all. The program does not generate an error message and closes. We would
appreciate it if someone could help us with this issue. Please let us know if you would like us to post a message to a Help

Section and someone from Autodesk will respond to you. Nov 03, 2005 I just installed Map 3D 2006, however I cannot open
my MNC files. I get the message "Drawing file is not valid" when I try to open it. Can someone help me with this? Jan 14, 2005

I have only recently installed Map 3D. I also installed version 6.0 of AutoCAD. I am using an MSWindows operating system,
and an option key is set to control the printer, but a print option is not available. Please assist me. Jan 30, 2005 When I open my

map, it is only half the size of the screen. It gets cut off at the end. Can anyone tell me how to fix this? Dec 06, 2005 I just
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